
WHAT IS MOBILE FRAUD?

Mobile fraud occurs when malicious users, automated 
programs or malware interact with, or weaponize, mobile 
apps to generate fake events, fake clicks, steal identities, as 
well as steal physical or digital goods and currency. Typical 
mobile fraud includes the use of on device programs, fake 
accounts and fake apps to spoof, cheat, and abuse the 
legitimate functions of mobile operating systems or apps, 
harvest user identities, perform account takeovers and more. 
The purpose of mobile fraud is economic gain, either 
through direct theft, cheats, and other forms of malware 
targeted at mobile businesses, and end users. 

HOW DOES APPDOME PREVENT MOBILE FRAUD?

Appdome stops mobile fraud before it starts by preempting 
the ability of malware and other programs to maliciously 
interact with or weaponize mobile apps to harm users and 
businesses. With Appdome ‘s No Code Mobile Fraud 
Prevention solution, Android and iOS apps defend 
themselves against fraud, operating system abuse, and 
weaponized credential stuffing attacks, without the need for 
a gateway, proxy or network component of any kind.

Mobile developers and publishers can quickly and 
proactively prevent mobile fraud, malware and piracy in 
mobile apps, providing safe and fraud free mobile app 
experiences for everyone. Appdome’s No Code Mobile 
Fraud Prevention solution offers app developers and 
mobile app publishers three main advantages: (1) stop the 
technical methods used to commit mobile app fraud in or 
with Android and iOS apps before they start, (2) prevents 
all three major vectors of mobile fraud, and (3) a no code, 
rapid, zero SDK delivery model for mobile fraud prevention 
inside mobile apps.  

MOBILE FRAUD PREVENTION
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MOBILE FRAUD PREVENTION

Appdome's no-code mobile fraud prevention preempts and 
blocks a wide range of automated mobile fraud including click 
fraud, ad fraud and click bots used to generate fake events 
and clicks inside or with mobile apps. Features in this solution 
can be used to stop on device fraud such as Instabots and 
Sneakerbots as well as Overlay attacks such as Anubis, 
BankBot, StrandHogg, BlackRock, Cloak&Dagger, Ghimob, 
Ginp and more, as well as large scale credential stuffing 
attacks using device farms, virtualization, Android Debug 
Bridge (ADB) and other methods. Appdome prevents abuse 
and contamination of in-app memory (e.g. alter game scores, 
or changing values).  

MOBILE MALWARE PREVENTION

Appdome no-code mobile malware prevention preempts and 
blocks malware, malware bridging, and malware class tools 
from being used to instrument, inject, modify and speed up 
mobile apps. Appdome’s anti-malware solution also prevents 
and blocks misuse of app permissions and accessibility 
services, Frida, Magisk and Magisk Manager, including method 
hooking, dynamic instrumentation, script injection, and code 
injection to modify app functionality and cloak malicious 
activity. Popular cheat engines like GameGuardian, that are 
used to modify mobile games code, can also be prevented.

MOBILE PIRACY PREVENTION

Appdome’s no-code mobile piracy prevention preempts and 
blocks Android and iOS clones, fake apps, and mods of mobile 
apps and games, including mobile apps repackaged, re-signed 
and redistributed as trojan apps or cheats of popular mobile 
games. Trojan apps are used to trick users into interacting with 
fake apps, transactions and call centers, distribute malware, 
enable remote access to devices and apps by thieves, and 
cheat mobile game makers, bypassing mobile game levels, ads 
and in app purchases.

Preempt, prevent and defend against fraud, malware and piracy 
in mobile banking, mobile retail and mobile gaming apps.
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ANDROID FRAUD PREVENTION
Blocks bad actors and fraudsters from using specialized tools to modify, cheat and bypass 
monetization in Android apps and mobile games.

Prevent App Click-Bots
Detects and blocks automated ad fraud, click-bots, auto-clickers and auto-macros like Sneakerbots.

Prevent Visualization

Detects and blocks apps from running in virtualized environments.

Block ADB

Automatically detects Android debug bridge (ADB) and prevents the use of ADB for malicious 
reverse-engineering, debugging, remote shell, etc.

Block App Overlay Attacks
Detects and blocks overlay apps from displaying over mobile apps and harvesting/stealing data.
Keylogger Prevention

Detects and blocks the use of non-approved keyboards to stop exfiltration of keystroke information.
Detect Accessibility Abuse

Identifies apps with AccessibilityService permissions.

Android Memory Encryption
Encrypts app-specific data stored in-memory. Secures memory allocated and used by the app.

ANDROID MALWARE PREVENTION
Blocks fraudsters from using sophisticated tools to instrument and modify apps.

Block Frida Toolkits
Detects and blocks Frida and other dynamic instrumentation, hooking, code injection and app 
manipulation toolkits in Android apps.

Block Magisk Manager
Identifies and blocks root-hiding, root-cloaking and root detection bypass tools like Magisk, Magisk 
Manager, Xposed and Superuser SU.

Block GameGuardian

Detects and blocks GameGuardian and other cheating and hacking framework.
Key Injection Prevention

Prevent Key Injections via ADB and other methods.

Block Memory Injection

Detects and prevents code injection libraries such as MobileSubstrate from running against this app.

Block Speed Hacking

Detects and blocks apps that change the “sleep” times or modify the clock to speed up their actions 
or slow down the game to gain advantages.

Block Dynamic Hacking
Detects and blocks advanced debugging techniques that leverage memory tracing and memory 
hacking (ROM-hacking) as well as preventing hooking.

ANDROID PIRACY PREVENTION
Prevents and block bad actors and fraudsters from creating fake and/or modified versions of Android 
apps and re-signing and redistributing them.
App Store Validation and Trojan Protection
Prevents Android apps from being published in non-official or malicious app stores. Protects apps 
from being modified with malicious code and used as a Trojan.

Runtime Bundle Validation
Validates the integrity and checksum of each file in the app bundle.

ABOUT APPDOME
Appdome's mission is to protect the mobile economy and the people who use mobile apps in their lives and at work. Appdome’s industry defining no code Mobile Security and Fraud 
Prevention platform uses a patented, artificial-intelligence based, no code technology to power a self-serve DevSecOps service used to secure, defend and protect mobile apps from 
reverse engineering, data exploits, OS and device level threats, dynamic and static analysis, MiTM attacks, mobile fraud, mobile malware and mobile piracy. Over 25,000 unique 
combinations of mobile security and fraud prevention features, SDKs and APIs are available on Appdome. Over 200+ leading financial, healthcare, government, and m-commerce 
providers use Appdome to protect apps, users and data, preempt fraud, and consistently deliver richer and safer mobile experiences to hundreds of millions of mobile end users globally. 
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Learn more about Appdome Mobile Fraud Prevention at www.appdome.com.  Open a free Appdome account at fusion.appdome.com

IOS FRAUD PREVENTION
Blocks bad actors and fraudsters from using 
specialized tools to instrument & modify iOS apps.

Block App Overlay Attacks
Detects and blocks overlay apps from displaying over 
mobile apps and harvesting/stealing data.
Keylogger Prevention
Detects and blocks the use on non-approved 
keyboards to stop exfiltration of keystroke 
information.
Protect plist
Encrypts all plist files (properties files) in the .ipa, 
except info.plist, and plists related to app signing (like 
entitlements, provisioning profiles).
Protect info.plist
Encrypt specific keys within the Info.plist files.

iOS Memory Encryption
Encrypts app-specific data stored in-memory. Secures 
the memory allocated and used by the app.

IOS MALWARE PREVENTION
Blocks fraudsters from using sophisticated tools to 
instrument and modify mobile apps.

Block Frida Toolkits

Detects and blocks Frida and other dynamic 
instrumentation, hooking, code injection and app 
manipulation toolkits in iOS apps.

Block Memory Injection
Detects and prevents code injection libraries such as 
MobileSubstrate from running against this app.
Detect Code Injections
Detects dynamic code injection using specialized tools 
such as Frida and Cydia Substrate.

Block Dynamic Hacking
Detects and blocks advanced debugging techniques 
that leverage memory tracing.

IOS PIRACY PREVENTION
Prevents and blocks bad actors and fraudsters from 
creating fake and/or modified versions of iOS apps 
and re-signing and redistributing them.
App Store Validation and Trojan Protection
Prevents iOS apps from being published in non-official 
or malicious app stores. Protects apps from being 
modified with malicious code and used as a trojan.

Runtime Bundle Validation
Validates the integrity and checksum of each file in the 
app bundle.

APPDOME MOBILE FRAUD PREVENTION FEATURES
Appdome’s Mobile Fraud Prevention solutions are tailored to prevent and block OS specific fraud vectors for Android and iOS apps.


